
Global Semanti Serializability: An Approah toInrease Conurreny in Multidatabase SystemsAngelo Brayner1 and Theo H�arder21 University of Fortaleza - UNIFOR, Dept. of Computer Siene60811-341 Fortaleza - Brazilbrayner�unifor.br2 University of Kaiserslautern, Dept. of Computer SieneD-67653 Kaiserslautern - Germanyhaerder�informatik.uni-kl.deAbstrat. In this work, we present a new approah to ontrol onur-reny in multidatabase systems. The proposed approah is based on theuse of semanti knowledge to relax the notion of absolute transationatomiity. Supported by this new onept of atomiity, we propose anew orretness riterion, denoted global semanti serializability, for theexeution of onurrent transations, whih provides a high degree ofinter-transation parallelism, ensures onsisteny of the loal databasesand preserves autonomy of loal databases. Our proposal an also beused to inrease onurreny in systems for integrating web data souresbased on a mediator mehanism. Two onurreny ontrol protools wehave developed are desribed.1 IntrodutionA multidatabase onsists of a olletion of autonomous databases, alledloal databases (LDBs). A key harateristi of loal databases is thatthey were reated independently and in an unoordinated way withoutonsidering the possibility that they might be somehow integrated in thefuture. Systems used to manage multidatabases are alled multidatabasesystems (MDBSs). An MDBS should provide full database funtionalityand is built on top of multiple DBSs, alled loal DBSs (LDBSs), eah ofwhih operates autonomously. Loal autonomy is a key feature of MDBStehnology. Themultidatabase approah provides inter-operability amongmultiple autonomous databases without attempting to integrate them bymeans of a single global shema [12℄.A global appliation an aess and update objets loated in multipledatabases by means of global transations. In order to avoid inonsisten-ies, while allowing onurrent updates aross multiple databases, MDBSsshould provide a mehanism to ontrol globally the onurrent aess toloal data.



Sine the early seventies the onurreny ontrol problem in a mul-tiuser environment has been widely explored. In 1976, Eswaran et al. [8℄proposed a model whih introdues the onept of transation. This modeladopts a orretness riterion for the exeution of onurrent transa-tions, alled serializability, based on transation atomiity. Serializabilitygives the illusion that the exeution of a transation is arried out in anisolated fashion without interferene or interleaving from steps of othertransations. In other words, serializability gives the illusion that eahtransation is exeuted as an atomi ation. For that reason, we say thata transation represents an atomi unit.However, the nature and requirements of transation proessing in amultidatabase environment are quite di�erent from those in onventionalappliations. Multidatabase transations involve operations on multipleand autonomous loal databases. Aordingly, they are relatively long-living. In addition, two di�erent types of transations may be exeutedin an MDBS ontext, global and loal transations. Although global andloal transations oexist, MDBSs do not have any information about theexistene and exeution order of loal transations due to loal autonomyrequirements. On the other hand, serializability requires knowledge of theexeution order of all ative transations.Therefore, the onventional onurreny ontrol model is unsuited toMDBSs. To provide higher degree of inter-transation parallelism in amultidatabase environment, new transation models are needed, espe-ially models that exploit multidatabase appliation semantis in orderto relax serializability as a orretness riterion. Several researhers havestarted to extend serializability. However, the published solutions (as wewill show in Setion 3) either sari�e loal autonomy or support a lowdegree of parallelism.The main motivation of this work is to provide an eÆient solution tothe onurreny ontrol problem in multidatabase systems. We proposea new transation model, denoted GS-serializability, for synhronizingtransations in an MDBS environment. The proposed model supports ahigh degree of parallelism among global transations, ensures onsistenyof the loal databases and preserves loal autonomy of the loal DBMSs.This work is strutured as follows. Setion 2 desribes a model and ref-erene arhiteture of MDBSs. Moreover, a running example whih we useto illustrate de�nitions is presented. Some of the most important modelsfor transation proessing in MDBSs are surveyed in Setion 3. The newtransation model is presented in Setion 4. Some realization aspets andthe use of our approah in mediator based-systems are also disussed. In



Setion 5, two onurreny ontrol protools, eah of whih implementinga di�erent approah to ensure GS-serializability, are outlined. Setion 6onludes this paper.2 The Multidatabase System ModelAn MDBS integrates a set of pre-existing and autonomous loal DBSs.In turn, eah loal DBS onsists of a loal DBMS and a database. Usersinterat with the loal DBMS by means of transations. Two lasses oftransations are supported in a multidatabase environment:� Loal transations whih are transations exeuted by a loal DBMSoutside the ontrol of the MDBS and� Global transations whih omprise transations submitted by theMDBS to loal DBMSs. A global transation Gi onsists of a set ofsubsequenes fsubi;1, subi;2, subi;3, : : :, subi;mg where eah subi;k isexeuted at ldbsk as an ordinary (loal) transation.Observe that the notion of global transation reets the fat thatsubsequenes are exeuted at di�erent sites, whih usually do not havediret ommuniation.Formally, An MDBS onsists of:1. a set LD=fldbs1, ldbs2, : : :, ldbsmg of loal database systemswhere m > 1;2. a set L=fl1, l2, : : :, lmg of loal transations where eah lk repre-sents the set of loal transations exeuted at the loal system ldbsk,with 0 < k � m; and3. a set G=fg1, g2, : : :, gng of global transations.Operations belonging to global transations are exeuted by loalDBMSs. Loal transations result from the exeution of loal applia-tions. Heneforth, a global transation will be denoted by G and a loaltransation by L.A loal shedule Sk models the exeution of several interleaved opera-tions belonging to loal and global transations performed at a partiularloal system ldbsk. A global shedule SG, on the other hand, models theexeution of all operations exeuted by global and loal transations onthe multidatabase.The arhiteture of an MDBS basially onsists of the Global Trans-ation Manager (GTM), a set of Interfae Servers (servers, for short), andmultiple loal DBSs. To eah loal DBS, there is an assoiated server. Aloal DBS onsists of a DBMS and at least one database. The GTM om-prises three modules: Global Transation Interfae (GTI), Global Sheduler(GS), and Global Reovery Manager (GRM). An MDBS arhiteture isdepited in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. A model for MDBS.3 Related WorkAs already said, the onventional onurreny ontrol model is unsuitedto the MDBS tehnology. For that reason, several researhers started toextend the onventional transation model or the onurreny ontrolprotools based on serializability.Du and Elmagarmid propose in [7℄ the quasi serializability model forthe transation proessing in multidatabase environments. This model isbased on the assumption that update ations exeuted by global transa-tions on objets of a partiular loal database never depend in any wayon the values of objets stored in other databases, whih were previouslyread by the same transation.A global shedule SG is said to be quasi serial if (i) all loal shedulesare serializable and (ii) global transations in SG are exeuted seriallysuh that for any two global transations Gi and Gj the following is valid:if Gi preedes Gj in SG, then all Gi's operations preede Gj 's operationsin all loal shedules in whih both transations appear. In [7℄, it is shownthat quasi serial shedules preserve multidatabase onsisteny.



The lass of orret shedules is broadened by the notion of quasiserializable shedules. A global shedule is quasi serializable if it is onitequivalent to a quasi serial shedule. In order to identify quasi serializableshedules, a graph-based method is proposed. The key idea of this methodis to onstrut a direted graph, denoted quasi serialization graph (QSG),for a global shedule. In a QSG for a global shedule SG (QSG(SG)) thenodes represent the global transations in SG. The edges of a QSG reetdiret and indiret onits among global transations. A global sheduleSG is quasi serializable if QSG(SG) is ayli and all loal shedules areonit serializable.This model relaxes global serializability. However, it still requires seri-alizable exeution of global transations. Quasi serializability su�ers addi-tionally from the following problem. As seen, information about indiretonits among global transations is needed in order to onstrut quasiserialization graphs. Indiret onits are provoked by the exeution ofloal transations. Only loal systems have knowledge about the existeneof loal transations. Consequently, information about indiret onitsan only be provided by loal systems. Hene, a GTM implementing quasiserializability presumes that loal systems will provide information aboutloal transations. Clearly, suh information ow (loal system to globalsystem) violates loal autonomy. Reall that loal autonomy is a key prop-erty in MDBS tehnology.Mehrotra et al. [13℄ propose the two level serializability (2LSR) modelwhih , aording to the authors, relaxes global serializability. This modelis based on the following assumptions:� At eah loal database there are two types of stored data: Loal dataand global data.� Loal transations may not modify global data. Hene, loal transa-tions are restrited to exeute write operations only on loal data.Considering the assumptions above, Mehrotra et al. de�ne that aglobal shedule SG is 2LSR if all loal shedules are onit serializableand the exeution of global transations in SG is serializable.In [2℄ we show that the 2LSR model represents, in fat, the applia-tion of the notion of prediatewise serializability [10, 11℄ to multidatabasesystems.Sine 2LSR is based on the notion of prediatewise serializability itinherits a serious shortoming from the later model. 2LSR shedules mayviolate onstraints. In [5℄ and [14℄ some examples are shown to illustratethis fat. Additionally, the 2LSR model presents the following two short-omings. First, 2LSR assumes that objets in loal databases are divided



in loal and global objets. Suh an assumption represents a violation ofloal design autonomy sine loal database shemes should be modi�ed inorder to reet the database division in loal and global objets. Seond,2LSR requires that loal transations do not modify global objets. Thisstrong restrition violates loal exeution autonomy.The key problem for ontrolling onurreny in MDBS stems fromthe fat that global systems an not identify the serialization order ofmultidatabase transations exeuted by loal DBMSs. Georgakopoulos etal. [9℄ propose a strategy, denoted tiket method, to determine this orderwith the advantage that loal systems do not need to give any informationabout the serialization order of transations exeuting loally.The basi idea of the tiket method is to fore onits among mul-tidatabase transations. This is realized by the use of a speial databaseobjet alled tiket. Only one tiket is required per loal system, andtikets may be aessed only by global transations. Moreover, eah sub-sequene of a global transation exeuting at a loal system must readthe tiket value (r(t)), inrement it (t t+1), and update the new valueinto the loal database (w(t)). The tiket method presumes that all loalDBMSs ensure serializability and support prepare-to-ommit operations.Note that global transations onit when they try to aess tikets.Suh onits make it possible to determine the relative serialization orderof subsequenes of multidatabase transations at eah LDBS.The tiket method requires that all global transations aess tik-ets. This may reate a \hot spot" at the loal database. Moreover, loaldatabase shemes should be altered in order to represent tikets. Somemehanism should be implemented at the loal systems in order to ensurethat only global transations aess tikets. Suh requirements violate lo-al autonomy.4 The GS-serializability Model4.1 Basi ConeptsAn MDBS integrates a olletion of \pre-existing" loal databases. Suhloal databases were reated independently and in an unoordinated waywithout onsidering that they will be integrated sometime in the future.For that reason, it is reasonable to see a multidatabase as a olletion ofdisjoint sets of objets, eah of whih representing a single loal database.We all those disjoint sets of objets semanti units. It is also reasonableto assume that the result of an update ation exeuted by a global transa-tion on an objet belonging to a partiular semanti unit does not depend



on the values of objets belonging to other semanti units whih are pre-viously read by the same transation. Based on this semanti knowledge,we relax the notion of absolute transation atomiity in order to providea high degree of transation onurreny in an MDBS environment. Inour approah, a global transation may onsist of more than one atomiunit.Before formalizing the notion of semanti units, we need to speifyan additional onept denoted depends-on. This onept stems from thedependene relation between the (�nal) result of an updating operationon an objet x and the value of another objet y. We say that an objetx depends-on an objet y, if and only if the result of at least one updateoperation on x in any program (that aesses x and y) is a funtion of(i.e. is depending on) a value of y read in the same program. The set ofall objets on whih x depends is alled depends-on-set(x).De�nition 1. Let DB be a database. We say that SUi, 0 < i � n, aresemanti units of DB, i�(i) DB= Sni=1 SUi,(ii) 81 � i; j � n; i 6= j : SUiTSUj = ;, and(iii) (8x 2 SUi; y 2 SUj ; i 6= j)) (x =2depends-on-set(y)) ^(y =2depends-on-set(x)) �Intuitively, ondition (iii) of De�nition 1 reets the idea that updateson objets of a semanti unit only depend on values of objets of the samesemanti unit.A transation (global or loal) is modeled as a �nite sequene of readand write operations on database objets, where eah objet belongs to apartiular semanti unit. We use ri(x) (wi(x)) to represent a read (write)operation exeuted by a transation Ti on a database objet x. The set ofoperations exeuted by Ti is represented by OP (Ti). In turn, OPSUa (Ti)represents the set of operations belonging to Ti whih are exeuted onobjets of the semanti unit SUa. Note that OPSUa (Ti) � OP (Ti). It isassumed that the exeution of a transation preserves database onsis-teny if it runs isolated from other transations.A transation T is denoted module-strutured if its operations aregrouped into subsequenes, alled modules, suh that eah module rep-resents an atomi unit of T . Intuitively, a module-strutured transationrepresents a sequene of modules where eah module enompasses oper-ations on objets of only one semanti unit. Further, the operations onobjets of a semanti unit appear in only one module. For example, thefollowing transation may be haraterized as being module-strutured:



TAlie = rAlie(E)wAlie(F )| {z }module modulez }| {rAlie(P )wAlie(U)wAlie(V )Observe that the modules of a module-strutured transation are infat atomi units. Here it is important to note that the notion of module-strutured transations reets a transation property. In other words,by means of this notion, we want to apture the fat that some transa-tions present a serial exeution of atomi units without interleavings ofoperations belonging to di�erent atomi units. It does not mean that ourmodel requires that transations should be partitioned into smaller pieesas proposed in [16℄.Two shedules S1 and S2 over the set T = fT1; T2; � � � ; Tng of trans-ations are said to be equivalent, denoted S1 � S2, if for any onitingoperations p 2 OP (Ti) and q 2 OP (Tj), the following ondition holds:if p <S1 q, then p <S2 q. Observe that equivalent shedules produe thesame e�et on the database if they are exeuted on the same initial state.Next, we de�ne the onept of projetion of a shedule on a set oftransations. Let S be a shedule over a set G[L of transations where Gand L are disjoint sets of transations. A projetion P of S on the set Gis a shedule for whih the following onditions must hold:(1) P only ontains operations of transations belonging to set G(2) 8p; q 2 OP (P)) p; q 2 OP (S)(3) 8p; q 2 OP (S0); p <P q , p <S q.4.2 Corret Exeution of Conurrent Transations in MDBSsIn this setion, we haraterize orret shedules in our model. First, wede�ne a standard for shedule orretness, denoted global semantially se-rial shedules (GS-serial shedules, for short). Thereafter, we haraterizeshedules whih produe the same e�et on the database as a semantiallyserial one.4.2.1 GS-serial ShedulesDe�nition 2. Let SG = [mk=1Sk be a global shedule over a set T = G[Lof global and loal transations and P the projetion of SG on G. Theglobal shedule SG is said to be GS-serial if:(1) eah loal shedule Sk is serializable and(2) for eah Gi in P, Gi is module-strutured and there is no interleav-ing within a module of Gi, for all modules in Gi (i.e., interleavingsare only allowed between two modules of a transation).



We use GSeSerial to denote the lass of all GS-serial shedules overa given set of transations. �Intuitively, the latter ondition of De�nition 2 enfores that in aGS-serial shedule the projetion of SG on G represents, in fat, a se-rial exeution of modules belonging to multiple global transations. Thisimplies, the interleaving granularity for global transations in a GS-serialshedule is a module.Theorem 1. A GS-serial shedule preserves multidatabase onsisteny.Proof. Let SG be a GS-serial shedule whose operations are performedon objets of a multidatabaseMDB.Case 1. Inonsistenies are aused by the exeution of loal shedules.Without loss of generality, suppose that inonsistenies are produed bythe loal shedule Sk at loal database LDBk. This is impossible, sine,by De�nition 2, eah loal shedule is serializable. Hene, the exeution ofevery loal shedule preserves database onsisteny, as was to be proved.Case 2. Inonsistenies are aused by the exeution of P.Without loss of generality, onsider that the inonsisteny results fromoperations exeuted on objets of semanti unit SUa � MDB. By as-sumption, the exeution of P represents a serial exeution of modules(seond item of De�nition 2). Hene, the exeution of operations on ob-jets of SUa in P represents a serial exeution of modules belonging todi�erent transations. Consequently, inonsistenies on objets of SUamust have been produed by some module of a transation in (reallthat there is no interleaving within a module). Thus, the inonsistenymust have been aused by the exeution of some global transation in P.This is a ontradition beause, by assumption, a transation preservesdatabase onsisteny. So, P annot produe an inonsistent state. Thatis, P preserves database onsisteny, as was to be proved. �4.2.2 GS-serializable ShedulesSo far, we have onsidered only GS-serial shedules as being \safe". How-ever, there are shedules whih are not GS-serial, but yield the same e�eton the multidatabase as a GS-serial one. That means, suh shedules en-sure multidatabase onsisteny and thereby may be onsidered as being\safe", too. Hene, we an broaden the lass of safe shedules in our modeland inlude these shedules.De�nition 3. A global shedule SG = [mk=1Sk over a set T = G[L ofglobal and loal transations is said to be GS-serializable if and only if



(1) eah loal shedule Sk is serializable and(2) the projetion P of SG on G is equivalent to the projetion PSS ofa GS-serial shedule SSS over TWe denote the lass of all GS-serializable as GSeSR. �Intuitively, De�nition 3 ensures that a global shedule SG over a setT is GS-serializable if and only if it is equivalent to a GS-serial sheduleover T .Another important bene�t of GS-serializability is that we an deter-mine whether a global shedule is GS-serializable by verifying the ayli-ity of a direted graph, alled semanti serialization graph (SeSG).De�nition 4. Let SG = [mk=1Sk be a global shedule over a set T = G[Lof global and loal transations and P the projetion of SG on G. TheSemanti Serialization Graph for P is a direted graph SeSG(P) = (N;E).The set N of nodes represents the transations in G, i.e., N =G. The setE represents labeled edges of the form Gi SUk�! Gj, where:� Gi; Gj 2 N and� there are two operations p 2 OP (Gi); q 2 OP (Gj), p <P q, on anobjet of the semanti unit SUk, whih are in onit. �Lemma 1. If a shedule SG = [mk=1Sk is GS-serial, then the SemantiSerialization Graph for the projetion P of SG on G is ayli.Proof. Let SG 2 GSeSerial be a shedule over the set T = G[L of globaland loal transations, where G = fG1; G2; : : : ; Gng. By ondition 2 ofDe�nition 2, the projetion P of SG over G represents a serial exeutionof modules of eah transation Gi 2 G, 0 < i � n. Suppose, by wayof ontradition, that SeSG(P) is yli and, without loss of generality,the yle has the following form: Gi SUn�! Gj SUn�! � � � SUn�! Gi. It followsfrom this that the module of Gi whih represents the operations of Gion objets of the semanti unit SUn is interleaved by some operations ofGj , a ontradition, by assumption, S satis�es ondition 2 of De�nition2. Therefore, SeSG(P) is ayli, as was to be proved. �Theorem 2. A global shedule SG = [mk=1Sk over a set T = G[L ofglobal and loal transations is gs-serializable if and only if:1. the serialization graph (see [1℄) for eah loal shedule Sk, 0 < k < m,is ayli, and2. the semanti serialization graph for the projetion of SG on set G ofglobal transations is ayli.



Sketh of Proof.Condition 1. By De�nition 3, a shedule is gs-serializable if eah loalshedule Sk is serializable. In [1℄, it is shown that a shedule is serializ-able if and only if its serialization graph is ayli. Hene, the serializationgraph for eah loal shedule Sk is ayli.Condition 2. (\�!") In a GS-serializable shedule, the projetion of SGon G is equivalent to a GS-serial shedule. By Lemma 1, the semantiserialization graph for the projetion of a GS-serial shedule SeG on setG is ayli. Sine SG is equivalent to SeG (a GS-serial shedule), thesemanti serialization graph for the projetion of SG on set G is ayli,too.(\ �") Consider that the semanti serialization graph SeSG(P) for theprojetion of SG on set G ontains edges with label SUn and it is ayli.Thus, we may topologially sort it by edges with label SUn. However, forthis topologial sort, instead of onsidering a transation Gi as a node,we onsider only the module of Gi, whih ontains the operations of Giover objets of the semanti unit SUn. As a result of this \modi�ed"topologial sort, we obtain a serial exeution of modules of transationsin G, where this serial exeution ontains operations on objets of thesemanti unit SUn. If we repeat this proess \reursively" for eah labelin SeSG(P), we obtain a serial exeution of modules of all global trans-ations in G. Moreover, there is no interleaving within eah module. Wehave, thus, a GS-serial shedule (by Def. 2) whih we all SSS over theset G of global transations. Sine the projetions P of SG on set G andPSS of SSS on G have the same set of operations and order the onitoperations in the same way, they are equivalent. Therefore, by De�nition3, SG is GS-serializable, as was to be proved. �Theorem 2 has a very important pratial impat. If we assume thatall partiipating loal DBMSs enfore syntati serializability, we onlyneed to verify the ayliity of the semanti serialization graph for theexeution of global transations. This is a quite reasonable assumption,sine all existing database systems implement serializability. Hene, wean apply this strategy to ontrol onurreny in a multidatabase system.Remark 1. LetM be a multidatabase system, where:(i)all partiipating loal DBMSs enfore serializability as loal orret-ness riterion for shedules and(ii)the GTM of M implements semanti serializability to synhronizeglobal transations.Consider a shedule SG over a set G[L of global and loal transations.Furthermore, the operations of SG are exeuted by M. The shedule



SGTM represents the projetion of SG on set G. The ayliity of thegraph SeSG(SGTM ) is the neessary and suÆient ondition to determinewhether or not SG is gs-serializable (orret). �Remark 1 ensures that the transation manager omponent of anMDBS an determine the orretness of global shedules without reeiv-ing any kind of information from the loal systems. That means, a GTMimplementing gs-serializability does preserve loal autonomy. Reall thatsome of the proposals examined in Setion 3 violate loal autonomy.Example 1. Consider a global shedule SG whih is exeuted in a multi-database appliation. The exeution senario for SG is depited in Figure 2.
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had to be veri�ed. This proedure had already indiated that the globalshedule SG is orret, without violating loal autonomy. Observe thatSG is not quasi serializable.Shedule SG ould also not be produed by onurreny ontrol meh-anisms implementing the tiket method (TM) or altruisti loking (AL)[15℄ protools. That is beause SG is not exeuted in a serializable fashion.�Figure 4 depits the relationship between the lass of GS-serializableshedules and some lasses of shedules.
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QSRFig. 4. Relationship among di�erent lasses of shedules.In order to show that the lass of QSR shedules is a subset of GSeSR,onsider the shedule SG depited in Figure 2. As seen in Example 1, SGdoes not belong to the lass of QSR shedules. However, SG is an ele-ment of GSeSR. This implies, GSeSR nQSR 6= ;. Reall that a sheduleS belongs to the lass QSR if the global transations in S are exeutedin a serializable fashion. Shedules belonging to GSeSR do not neessar-ily present a serializable exeution of their global transations, sine gs-serializability relaxes lassial serializability. Therefore, QSR � GSeSR.4.3 Realization AspetsIn order to implement GS-serializability for ontrolling onurreny inMDBSs, eah partiipating loal database should be de�ned as a seman-ti unit. Hene, the aquisition of information about the preise loalityof database objets is a key question for using GS-serializability in themultidatabase tehnology. However, suh a problem is already addressedby MDBSs, sine global systems must identify where global operationsare to be performed.



Alternatively, we propose a mehanism whih enables the GTM toautomatially identify the loation of database objets and thereby toidentify the orret spei�ation of semanti units. The basi priniple ofthis mehanism is to use the omponent Data Ditionary of the MDBSarhiteture depited in Figure 1. By doing this, suÆient informationabout loal databases an be stored in the data ditionary. This informa-tion may be used by the GTM, more spei�ally by the GTI, in orderto determine where eah global operation should be exeuted. The GTImay forward this information to the GS. Suh an information ow willgive the GS the suÆient and neessary support to orretly determinethe semanti units and their orresponding database objets.Note that the proess for identifying semanti units is realized withoutintervention of users, all is performed automatially.4.4 Extending the Notion of Semanti Units in MDBSsThe notion of semanti unit is exible enough to allow that two or moreloal databases an be logially grouped in order to represent a singlesemanti unit, without violating loal autonomy of eah loal system.By \logially", we mean that only the GTM should be aware of suh arepresentation. It is not neessary to physially join neither the databasesnor the database systems.Speifying more than one loal database as a single semanti unitenables our transation-proessing model to synhronize transations inMDBSs whih have the following harateristis:(i) Data repliation. Some MDBSs may ontain objets repliated in morethan one loal database. In this ase, the loal databases ontainingrepliated data should be grouped in a semanti unit;(ii) Global onstraints. Constraints whih span more than one loaldatabase are alled global onstraints. In this ase, loal databasesontaining objets referred in a global onstraint should determine asemanti unit.4.5 Inreasing Conurreny in Mediator-based SystemsMediator-based systems have been widely used to integrate heterogeneousweb data soures. In suh systems, wrappers are responsible for onvert-ing loal data into a ommon model. In turn, a mediator provides anintegrated view over the data exported by wrappers.The integrated view an be either virtual or materialized. In the vir-tual approah, queries submitted to the mediator are deomposed intosub-queries, whih are exeuted on the loal web data soures. In other



words, queries submitted to the mediator represent global transations.A global transation onsist of a set of subsequenes, where eah subse-quene orresponds to a subquery exeuted at a loal web soure as anordinary (loal) transation.In order to implement GS-serializability to ontrol onurreny inmediator-based systems (for integrating web data soures), eah websoure an be de�ned as a semanti unit. Sine the mediator providesan integrated view of web data, the mediator an automatially identifythe loation of database objets and thereby identify the orret spei�-ation of semanti units.5 Conurreny Control Protools5.1 Semanti Loking (sel)The sel protool assoiates a lok to eah database objet. Three typesof loks are supported: read-only, write and update loks. A transationaesses an objet if and only if a lok an be assoiated to the objet onbehalf of the transation. Another key harateristi presented by the selprotool is to implement the two-phase property of the onventional 2PLprotool. However, it uses another granularity for realizing the two-phaseproperty. In the 2PL protool, this granularity is a transation, sineone a transation has released a lok it may not obtain another lok.In the sel protool, the granularity is represented by the subsequene ofoperations on objets of one loal database. This implies, loks held by aglobal transation G on objets of loal database LDBk may be releasedafter the last operation of G on objets of LDBk.Therefore, the sel protool guarantees that loks may be releasedby a global transation before they omplete their exeutions. This prop-erty inreases the onurreny among global transations. Moreover, loalDBMSs do not need to hold loks on loal resoures on behalf of global(and remote) transations for a long period of time. Additionally, the selprotool presents the following bene�ts. First, it redues the frequeny ofdeadloks aused by lok onversions. Seond, it implements a variablegranularity loking strategy. Multiple lokable units support that onur-reny may be enhaned by �ne granularity, or loking overhead may beredued by oarse granularity.5.2 The SeSG Cheking ProtoolThe protool, denoted sesg, is based on a similar strategy whih is usedby the onventional serialization graph testing protool [6℄: the dynami



monitoring and management of an always ayli onit graph. In on-trast to the lassial serialization graph testing, an sesg protool exploitssemanti knowledge provided by the notion of semanti units.The graph maintained by the sesg protool is alled semanti onitgraph (SC-graph). It is onstruted aording to the same rules used toonstrut a semanti serialization graph (De�nition 4). Hene, nodes ofthe SC-graph represent transations and edges reet onits betweentransations. Notwithstanding, a SC-graph di�ers from semanti serial-ization graphs in two aspets. First, not all ommitted transations mustbe represented. Seond, not all onits must be represented as an edgeof the SC-graph. That is beause, in some ases, nodes and edges may be\safely" removed from the SC-graph. Later we will show how this an bedone.The protool works as follows. When a global sheduler (GS) usingthe sesg protool starts running, the SC-graph is reated as an emptygraph. As soon as the sheduler reeives the �rst operation of a newtransation (begin-transation) Gi, a node representing this transationis inserted in SC-graph. For eah operation pi(x) 2 OP (Gi) whih theGS reeives, it heks if there is a oniting operation qj(x) 2 OP (Gj)whih has already been sheduled. If an operation qj(x) has already beensheduled, the sheduler inserts an edge of the form Gj SULDBk�! Gi, wherex is an objet belonging to the semanti unit SULDBk . In fat, x is anobjet of the loal database LDBk.Thereafter, the GS veri�es if the new edge introdues a yle in theSC-graph. In the aÆrmative ase, the GS rejets the operation pi(x),undoes the e�et of operations of the subsequene SUBi;k and removesthe edge Gj SULDBk�! Gi from SC-graph. Otherwise, pi(x) is aepted andsubmitted to the orresponding server.If the global sheduler identi�es a yle in the SC-graph, only opera-tions belonging to the atomi unit whose operation provokes the yle areto be rolled bak. It is not neessary to abort the entire global transation.6 ConlusionsIn order to ful�l the requirements of transation proessing in MDBSs wehave introdued a new transation proessing model. The key priniplebehind the proposed model is the use of semanti knowledge whih is ap-tured by means of the notion of semanti units. By means of the oneptof semanti units, absolute transation atomiity an be relaxed. Sup-ported by this new notion of atomiity we have proposed a new orret-
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